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. coba1t-20 wt. ·pct. nickel thin films were electrodepos:tted from 
a simple chloride plating solution on copper substrates. The solution· .· 
was subjected to u1 tr·asonic ppwer inputs of up to 143 watts at a fre- · '· . _,. 
' ,,.. 
Spectrographic analysis was~used to determine the 





· ula ted,, from the deposits using Faraday's Law. Residual pla·ting stress 
. t .was determined by u~e of a Brenner-Senderoff Contractorneter. A spe-
./ .. • cially constructed hysteresis loop tracer was used to determine the 
magnetic propettfes of the material. ln addition, the films were . J ' . 
studied by transmissi~n electron microseopy. 
'ffle following effects were observed with incref1Sing ultrasonic· 
~ 
. '· I powe.r: the cobalt percentage in the deposits increased by approxi-
&· matel·y five percent, plating efficien\cy decreased from 100· percent .. ,,,(;;/ 
I to s_lightly over 90 percent, residual stress was found to decrease, 
tne residual. ~rnagne tiza ti on, Br; was found to decrease, and the coer-
c.i ve force, He, remained essentially constant. The tra-nsmission 
.._ ' -, 
. I electron microscopy revealed evidence --~! ... _-~:tQ!I!!~. _Qrdering.as- we-ll--as--·-- -· ____ ;::: .. -::.-.-··-·· -······-·-- -- -------~----···-··· . 
. .,., .. ' 
~~~~~~-~· -~- .. r, 
• 4l . a ·substructur~ wi't'h~n the grains 0 o:f the samples. 'rhe amounts of .. 
' . . . 
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Thin film memory. de.vice~. have· become' increasingly important in 
recent years. These bis table device.s are of partict1lar 11sefulness -
because of their flexibility, light weight, and stability. · Among the 
~· . permanent magnetic films. of more 'than· casual interest .are the Co~Ni 
alloys. The .,~e commonly used compositions in the Co-Ni binary 
sys tern are in the range· of· 80 to· ~-Q. weigll t. percent cob.alt •. · ---,----- -------- -...----:.-- --------
Among the se·veral method~ presentty used· for attaching thin 
. 
' 




" evaporating, chemical deposition, and el.ectrodeposi tion. Electro-
> " deposition appe~rs to be emerg~ttg as the .means· of attachment with the . ,. 
• ~ a, ... 
. 
. greatest commercial potential ... Because of the weight considerations, 




Alloy plating -:is conducted with ba tbs of either simple or com-
plex ions. · · Since the deposition from simple salt ba.ths tends to be 
r_elatively easy and tro11ble-free,, co~plex salt baths are infrequently 
,. used. <2-:l •' The ,simple salt baths are usually composed of nickel and 
c___ .. .-· L .-.. ~--
.• 
\ 
,·. _____ '.=_~---------~~b~_l __ t ___ as __ .chl orid_e.s .. a:nn./_or. _ _s-111.fates-.-- _ ..-Bo~ic ·acid "(HjB03J-·Is -riios·t·--fr~=---' .. : ..---------~----- -.... > ... -----·--------:---', -. -
'. -~~-..... ·. 
queil.tly us<Jd with the.n1etal salts,· htlt other·pri·mar.y constt·tuents may 
_:__ ______ _ 




. . ..... . °' 
I\ 
. 
· · ---~----·,,..~ __ _!3~~~'I§~ _Qf -~the qua.l i ty .,and economics requ.ired in el·ectrode.posi ted 
,, .. _,. ,. ·---···:" ·.-. 




> • > 
·_ thin fil_ms, it is n.ecessary to closely- control certain electroplating ' . 
-·· . 
- --~ . proper ties _ of· ~he 'bath.;-.· Some_ of thes-e properties can be improved by 
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~ - L - . - - -- __ r-i-' 
~: .. :.:,.,-... ~.·.,·•-.. ·,.-·----...-.·,_ ,; . 
. ' ... -._.,_-'. .. ::_· ____ '...,.-.::.. ... '. . 
. I . 
-~---
.... :_,-;.i 3·· 
I " . 
in the following a·reas,: · maximum current ~ensi ty allowed_, distribution . 
· ~of deposits, . throwing power, residual plating stress, and others. 
I 
:'These ·were applied· strictly to a single canponent plating system, but/'·· 




. . . 
·Since the Co~Ni deposits are for applications requiring certain 
magnetic properties, Zentner (l) and Fish~r (S) studied the effec.ts of 
·several varied parameters inclu.ding reS,idual-)stress ·upon magnetic 
. i 
The fine structure of electrodeposi.ted films shou·ld vary with 
I the power of ultrasonics applied. · Studies with the e·lectron micro-
·scope, conducted on pure nickel by .S.chiele (7) showed a refinement o.f 
columnar grain structures with increasing ultrasonic ~power. 
,·;·,·-·--!Die purpose of this investigation was to study the effects of l_ .. · . -------. 
.j 
'·---.--- .._ __ 
... 
ultrasonics upoii··t-he., __ properti_es and structure of·· Co-Ni electrodeposi ted """"-- -.,. __ _ 
films., Val11es of residual plattn.g stress·, maK,_netic properties, plating 
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t.J, - ' ··1 
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. . . - . 
. · ____ . ____ ....:...:.~---'--'_,.-_. ,-- ··---··· 
- - --·- -- -------·-·---·---···-- ·-·-The two Co-Ni eleetropla tittg Oa thS used TO Pl'Odl.lCE!· the cabal t-,. . . . . 
nickel electrodeposited samples of this investigation are described · 
""· 
· in· Table ·1. 
Table·I 
v '"' 
Efec troj.:'yte s 
...I 
Cons ti :tuents, g/ l . _ 
r 
Cobakt Chlorid~ {C0Cl2 • 6H20) 
Nickel Chloride (NiCl2 · 6H20) 
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3.2 to 3.8 
150 
1:1 
·.· .. ~· 
t 
- ·.. ! 
;> 





3.2 to 3~8 
·150 
l_:-1.· 
. I / __ _ 
.• j ' 
50% Co-50% Ni 
I:. 
• I __ ; 
. . ~ 
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hydrate, nickel chloride hexahydrate, and boric acid. These reagents 
were Pflrtially diSsolVed in deionized water prior to heatihg. The ... 
, . t· 
solutions and undissolved elements Were stirred continuously with a 
·- ' ' 
a -~ teflon magnetic atirrer, and complete solution occurred· as the · 
. / 
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a_nd equilibriati·ng) was performed at, 28. 8 asf {~mp._,_P_Elf _S(le .. ft.~)--~~~;-~~··.:.===·-·~j,=·:~"'~··="·M·· 
(250 ma on a 5/.8" x 2" cathode) for at least one hour •. The pH was 
then adjusted as necessary·with hydrochlori<! acid. , 'lb.is pH adjust-
·ment was usually unnecessary. 
• } B. cathodes ) . 4 
The cqpper cathodes .used in thi __ s i·nvestigation were of .iconstant .;;.. r-· ~ .. / . 
.. : 
.,,.. 
--.--·~--. . ' ::'.~· . .-
• . . ' ·' t . ''' 
, 
s1_ze ,. 5/·8 _x 2 , . and in the dead soft· annealed condition. Samples 
' 
( f9r transmission electron microscope observation were plated on oxygen 
free, high 9onduct!vity (OFHC) 99.999% copper c~thodes 0.001" thick, 
.• 
while samples used for the other determinations were plated ori ,-99 .99% 
j 
. 
. ' " copper ,;cathodes O. 008 thick. 
'I 
1. Preparation of Copper Cathodes for Plating 
· The .001" copper was in sh.eet form and re<fuir~d cutting <' 
into ~trips of the required size. t This was dan,e with labora tor,y 
sclssors. . " ,, The ·• 008 copper was a.vai lable sheared to size. "The 
copper was first cleaned in trichloroe_thylene and scrubbed with 
' 
} 





____ :then.,-fflasked using "3M Plating Tape." A stiffen:1."ii_g ___ riiember was -----, ---- --- -
-also'taped' to the·ba·ck of the .001" ,strip to prevent curli.ng- ,_ 
~~ ·-----· ~------·-··-· 
·whi1~ plating. The stiffening member was nickel-silver and 
•' 
. 
. '·• isolated from the plating solution by backing with plating: tape. 
'l'he strips were immersion cleaned for,, approximately 39,, 
seconds in a ~omrnercial alkaline ·solution maintained at 150°F. 
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. oxi~~.~f i 1~ .. ~~.s .:l'£,?lll °.~~~.~ .... ~ .. fJ~~~i onized_.ewater ri nSt wa.s then ·-··-----,~---;-'--~~-;_;- used prior to· plating.. 
.,,-H' \~ 












· An alloy anode of composition 80 perc~~i Co and 20 percent N~: 
,-. I 




by weight, was used for this experiment. This alloy was made by 
. 
mixing ·the proper weights of powdered. nickel (purified, low cpbal t)· . . , .. . 
~ 
and cobalt (99.3% pure: 0.4% Ni : 0.02% Fe). The mixed powder.~,.was 
placed in an alumina refracto-ry boat and heated to .1550°c. After 
spaking at th:is temperature f ~~,: .. one hour, the Co-Ni anode was'- allowed J 
. , to cool to r~om tempera tt1re in· eight hours with a linear decrease in 
temperature. The ep.tire process used a protective atmosphere of 
,-,,· 
. 
, L fonning gas compose~ of 85 percent N2 - 15 percent H2. A cotton bag 
enclosed the anode during plating to contain.any fine particles that 
might have broten free. 
.. ' 1 . 
D. Equipment 
I. 1 Plating Current Source, 










;. 'Qapable of 25 amps. at 10_ volts (See Figure 1) • . ' 0. . 
•" 
.. 
. - ---· ---- --· 
; r . 
~~:-·. ~'~_,_·. -. --------=--~-'--'---~- -------c 2. 
,. Ti mer 
~ .. -,·. 
.. ' 
- -
-·. __ The plating timing was done with a ·standard Electric Company, 
Type S-10 electric timer~ This is a 10 second per full dial revo-
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· · . 3. 1 Ultrasonic Genera tor and Transducer 
. . . V' 
. i 
~ { . 




of its continuous high capacity capability. It is .a 
40 _kc, 300-watt, continuous duty,. tube type generat_or (See 
( 
Figure 1). · 
R 
·.· 7. 
A Bronson ZB-60 bulk-he'3,d transducer· was used ·in ·the tank. 
This employ~ "a l.ead zircona te titanate transducer of the crystal 
1type and can handle 150 · to 300 watts input.· The case is made of 
'..I . . 
. .!. . ~' 
316 L stainless steel and has a 6" x 10" radiating surface. The 
transducer was mounted in the bottom of a polyvinyl· chloride (PVC) 
.• 
.. 
lined four gallon plating tank With teflon rings,. forming the 
seals (See Figure 2) • 
- t 
. ., .·. 
.J.I L 
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- ... 4. Plating Solution Container and Its Mounting 




. - -:- ·~, 
.. ~ . ' . . . . ·: - .' ' ;~·-' . 
~' .. 
. - ' . 0 .. . :.. ') ·:·__ . . . 
J ~. _·. 
,,__. 
· ·: ·The · p_lating solutio.n was maintained in a 1500 ml pyrex 
1 ... 
ff ... -· 
· beaker whicl:\ was suspended by a • 0625 sheet. of aluminum in a 
· four gallon PVC lined tank which contained the transducer and 
( 
j . 
was water filled (See Figure 2). 
. " 
~ 




. . . 
. The. plating solution was -maintained at th:~ correct temper-
. ~ 
- - --- -- -- --•---~-
ature by heating the water in the PVC tank. This was done" by ' 
-- ·--- ~- -----··· -~ . . . . . . 
. " " 
use of. a _·Waage Electric lnc., Model- SF-50. calrod . type immer-
.si-on heater. The heater was -used in conjunction" with a Glo-
1 . 
.Quartz T-22 variable. tf:!m·perature controller. . '!hi~ combination 
was capable o:f maintaining the desired temperature !s degrees F., 
.. . 
l 
.. l . _._
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Figure I. Equipment: (l} D.C. plating power supply, 
• (2) ultrasonic power supply, (3) Contractometer for 
stress measurement, (4) D.C. milliampmeter. 
Figure 2. .Experimental Setup: (1) Pyrex b.eaker con-
taining electrolyte, (2) PV9 lined plating tank, (3) 
inunersion heater·, (4) temperature gontroller, (5) alloy J anode, {6) copper cathode, (7) .alkaline cleaning solution. 
-1 '"' ~ . " 
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· This temperature was conti~uously checked with ~ ~ercury bulb 
thennometer .. of known accuracy (See·t ·Fi·gure 2). · 
( 
'i\ . 
· 2. · Measurement of pH· . 
. · The pH of the solution was measured at frequent. intervals · 
.,. . . ..__/~ 
with. one of two pH meters. · One . of the meters was ·a. Photo Volt, 
. . 
Model· 125 Electronic pH Meter and the other was an An~lytical 
Measurements. Inc. Recordfng pH Meter. Both instruments were 
.·· ··. ,calibrated imrnediateiy · prior to each reading with standard 
. 1 
buffered pH solutions from Analytical Measurements lnc.. _Changes 




F. · Stress Equipment_ and Measurement 
1. Equipment 
r 
··' A Brenner-Senderoff Contractometer was used to measure the 
' 
· plating stress under the selected condi tfons. (8) l t utilizes a 
.. 
h,lix Qf copper or 18:8 stainless steel. Thes,e helixes are 
:forme.d from O. 7" wide strip wound on a 3/ 41 ' rod. The helix is 
next, fully annealed in a vacuum and then cut on a lathe to the 
. ,· 
. ' 
.. L:' , 
-' 




-· -·--··- --··· -··-····- ' . - -~- ··- ........ ,··--·- ·-~---·-···-
-- • · _· __ .. _ ----·
1
· __ .. _ -·· -·-· · --d· --es· 1· r-. __ e_: d· -'. ·1 e .. --n·-·-g-__ ··--th. • ·------------ ---- .• --~ - Th i1S helix is mounted in. the contractometer. by_ . ·- - f .. · . . • .... ' · 1- _f ". • 
-
• > ' . i· 
/ 
. making one erid fix·ect· and the other movable. The movable. end is· 
i-. 
connected to a pointer thr?ugh a series of gears- that magnify···- "'. 
• . 0 . 
. -~ ·. 
-· . 
-~ •. 11.:,~ _ 
---~-, - ... - . ·:.-0. -~.:. •.• - its displa~ement. - . The ·helix is plated only· on one ·Side·. an~ the. I . 
· .. -,,,..·.·' ' 'I 
-"-tensile ,or compressive stress of' the deposit causes the helix to 
" 'r' 
----»~-, 
c-ontract or expand, therel;>.y· f\orcing a displ-acement. of · the f~ee 
end. 
.. 
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divisions of· arbitrary units. · The unit is calibrated by means ·of 
a;o~e ounce ~eight and thread attached to the sector gear~ .This 
\ 
Jr.fr"!.=c.\-_c;;~·!l~:-:--.'.'.·~~;~':C.':·c. ·••·'·"--~-~--·=·· .. , .. C-.• ··- -·· _ . ----- ___ --~-
_,_ -·-·------------''--•· __ _:.:_:_ 
-
·weight causes a me~surable deflection from the known.zero reading 
-
. and -allows -,calibration· with known lever lengths and ge.~r ratios. 
·q 
(~ee Figµre 1). 
2. · -Stress Measurement 7< ( 
~ The copper helix was used for this study be.cause ,.of the 
ease of stripping and prep~. The stainless steel helix 
I would ha,,e required activation in addition to nickel ~nd copper 
plated strikes prior ~ each run. . Coppe~, furthermore, was used .· 
as a substr~te in the other portions of this experiment. (See 
A.ppenctix A for methods of stress measurement and ·calculation.) 
G. Preparation of Samples for Transmission Electron Microscopy· 
------ - ----
1. Transmission .Specimens 
... 
" The .ooi copper substrate-was prepared in the normal manner, 
'• . ·~ 
. for plating. t \ . ' The plating period was relatively ·short, i.e. 20· 
seconds elapsed time at 25.0 ma current on a ~/8" x 2" cathode. 
r 




-~· ,;r--- ' - . --
- -- ~ -- --- -
methano_l an.d dri.e-d .. i..n a warm· ai.r· bla·st. · ·-The .. 'pl?,ting tape· was· .... ,~- ... -------,· ----- _; .. 
-
next stripped off the copper cathode with acetone.· After.dryitig, 
' 
- -- - . . 
-- ... ~·--· ·-- ·-· ~-"-··-·· ~- ----- -
. ····-· ·-·~-·~: -. ,_....:._c::---~ .. -- ·-- " ___ the co~Ni plated s-urfac·e of. the strip was ·covered wi .. th plating . 
--·- ---~---.--··r 
.·~ -· 
. tape •. ·The -copper s1..J..bs trn te was then immersion etched a\l{ay at a . .; . 






··- .. :.~emperature of· H0°C with a solution of the_followi11g composition: 
75g Chromium Trioxide (Cr03) 
- \ 
,. 
4ml Sulfuric Acid (H2_S04) ~ ' . ' 
--~--. . ' 
250ml H20 .. ...._. .. 
. : \ .. 
• .i. • 






··.· .. 1 
/ 
" 
.. · ... 
. -~. 
~ . . . ~ •· ... .. .. : 
. .,.. ..... , . 






. . i_ ·:· ' 
r' 
~'··. 
r·· -···-·_ i l · 
_,·.11 
The etching<;?required·approximately 5 minutes to strip the 
. '\ 
·. ~001" copper with a minimum att~ck upon the Co-Ni plate._ After 
--- - -- - . . --l 
... 'C . ---"~------- . .. • --- . ._, ___ __ 
. 
the copper removal was complete, the film ·was removed from the 
- I 
solution and rinsed in de-ionized water.. The Co-Ni.plated film -, 
. -·-- - ·----
- wi:i's'"'floated .. off of the p.la ting tape in a shallow dish containing 
._r deioniz'ed water. This was accomplished by gently spraying ·the · 
. . . 
film with a .fine stream of water·. unti.l the film broke away fr.om 
be·-·· .. 
~ the tape. The films were sectioned into small pieces with a'. 
sc~lpe~ and floated. onto copper felded gr-ids (No·. 100 Polaron .. 
Double Gridk; Delaware Scientific Laboratory). These were 
. . 
' 
• i · .... 
. -~ 
' 
rinsed in deionized water,·-sprayed with methanol, air blast 
dried, and stored • 1n a vacuum desiccator or under alcohol, 
2. Repl'ica Preparation 
' 
... _.../ 
Surface replicas of the pl_ated surfaces ., prepared for ··r::--- --, were ' . . . : 
transmission electron microscope·examination. These were made 
:A,,.,, 
I..... 





replicating tape_ that was carbon shadowed following· stripping. 
. . 
· s was next 60-degree angle shadowed with pla tinuni-carbon. 
·s::, 
~.=.::,.~-.-.... 
ff .• ·· Meastirem.ent of Magn·etic Properties 
• b -
~ .. ~- -----'··--·. - --- . -----·.--·· - - . 
I .. 1. . Equipment 
·· Because rof. the necessity .of sa_turati.ng the relatively small 
. -:-r··· 
... ,·?' .- -.. ·.'' · cross-sectional 3:~e.a samples of this experiment, .it was found 
. ·r1· . . . - ' 
~ .. ·--
~ ~-
necessary to build a 60 cps·;:hysteresis loop tracer. 'Ibis tracer 
-wa~ 1 built, with minor modifications, similar to a unit described \. -~~ ...... -·. 
<.I ~ • 
. ,, .. 
. 
··~ 
. ---·------ .· ·' - ----
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. - '.. ___ ---·-. · ... · ···- - ' -- -, . :· __ ,. -- .. · .... -, ··_; -·.·.-... '•: .. · . 
·~. 
' i . 
· in ref~r~n~e (6). It 1~·capable of fields greater than 1000 
and is completely calibrated . (See Appendix B) •. 
In conjunction with· this equipment, a Tektronix T}Tpe 536 
• Oscillosc_ope with t.he following plug-in amplifiers was used: 
- -·-------------~ . . 
. 
. 
'.ry·pe H Amplifier .... Horizpntal Trace 
( -
~ .. 
r Type D Amplifier - Vertical Trace 
•\ -
. r~I ·Type O Ampl-ifier "- Preamplification and integration 
~ 
An RCA Master Vol_tc>h·myst was used to read the a.c.; voltage from 
the hysteres~s tracer~ 
2. Measu:fement 
. The cons taf:(t· field method was ·used to measure He, coerci:ve 
force, and. Br, i 11esidual .induction:, at or very near saturation • If 
< The calibration was made in the ."High Caiibration" position. 
The· loops were photographed for accurate measurement with the t ~ 
Polaroid Camera attachm·ent for the o~cj,lloscope • (See Appendix 
.. 
- ··J· · B for m·ethod of measurement and calculation.) 
.•, 
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II I. · · RF;SULTS ; .. · 
I . \ . 
A. General Plating Properties ' 
The electrodeposi ts examif.!ed in this. study ·exhibited a charac-
. 
__ ,._, -----
Those ___ films deposited under . ' 
·ultrasonic energy appeared· only slightly brighter in appearance. The·, _r 
variation in· surface a.,ppea·ra~ce during reasonable periods of time 
(40 seconds to 5 minutes) was imperceptibl~t~ 
The cobalt content· of the electrod·eposi ted films, as determined 
.. 
spectrographically, was- found. to increase with applied .. ultrasonic 
,. 
energy. (See Figure 3 and Table 2 for typical samples.) Thi·s increase 
was noted ·in ·all samples analyzed. The composition of the deposits 
,; from £reshly, prepared and dummied solutions· was found to be 3 to 5 ;,. 
~ ' percent cobalt, by weight, higher than the cornposi tion of deposits . ' . 
from solutions which had been used. for three hours·-- of plating. .Solu-
' ' 
' tions were dis"carded ·af te~ elapsed, plating times of -three hours 
maximum. - The samples for.composition analysis were from 4. 784 x 10-4 
. ·to 5.096 x 10-4 inches thick. 



















-~ -~ .. ~ betwe;en ___ 9_.0 "a.nd. ___ 100 _per.c.ent--and---decrea-sed-wi--th incrensi:ng- ultrason1:e-- .~---: .. ---:.------~~·~-·----~-.,-·. 
·: ,/ 





. .. f- .. •. 
.. ,.• ,_., 
.. - l, 
. ~ .. 
~-_;,;. ·- . 
weight ·\of deposited 90-Ni with that whicb woul·d be deposited ideally._-
The · ideal weight was obtai-ned ·from Faraday's Law applied .. to the 
• ~-- ,. 
'.!. nominal com-position of 89 percent cobalt and 20 __ percent ~i-ckel_ by 
weight. Since· ideally one gram equi-valent '"weight is deposited by 
one f araday ·, this alloy should. pl ate . 1 • 099 grams per a,mpere hour at · 
' . 
, . -
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e I 
'. . ·.- .. - . ,.: ._ 
.. ·· <•··· 
100 percent efficiency. This 







weight would only 
perc~nt cobalt, 10 







' ~ ... "r;; 
14 
by 
.wei_ght, and therefore composition change was neglected in calculating 
the ideal _weight. 
• .•. ·9' 
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Cobalt Percentage in Deposits r 




































Freshly mixed solution 
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*** Solution Num.ber II (Nominal 50% Co-50% Ni by Weight) 
. . 






. ~ l ir - · ·. -.. , -_-_ .... -- ... - · .. ~~-~1-~-~~------r 
··-·-···----·-""' .. ,, ! 
-~------------'--'------------- -~ _______ _:_ --·-··- -- --. -
! 
' . 
., Plating Ef.ficiency 
___ ,______. -- ~-------c- -~-~- ~ ----- - - - - .. --------- ·-
I 
'· . Ultrasonic 

















Asf Deposition Rate Effi:ciency 
(grams/minute) 
1 (percent) (5/8" x 2" area) 
' . 
10-5 28.8 · 462 · X 
28.8 438 X 10-5 
. . 100 • 9 . ,i-· fi 
. .,-. ;~ 95 6. . " ' fi t 
.- o - F~. 
'2808 432 X 10-5 lM ______ - 85-~ 7 -~ l-5-0-------28-08---------~4-2-5-x--l-CF-5 
94.3 I 
-~--,92-;-s·-. ~~, __-~--,------·,::,r 
91 ~3 - . i<. . ~ 110-:. A· 114.3 150 28.8 . 418 X 10--5 
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B. Magnetic ·Properties 
~.i~'"''''·•:;=••:W••-''''";,,.,Q.:e,~:~~~,~~,,,-s•:;~,=··;.,,r:··•~,,-~,,,n,-.c,.: ..... ~.rr~,,,.=, .. ,: .. ai-e-"magnetic ·p1e.epew-ti-es•.·, .. ,Of-"·the•m,,oe~·Ni··csampl·es=-,,det'8flft.!-_.ned--o-n ....... · --~~--,,--_ --,--.:-'----,-· ~ ,, ' ' ~ 
.· ·- . 
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. . between 117 and 120 oersteds. .·The residual magnetization, Br, 
' de.creased· from a· maximum of 2 •. 38 Kilo .Gauss with no applied ultra-
sonic power to 1.24 Kilo Gauss at 114 watts ultrasonic power ,fn,put. ,, 
. The hysteresis loops shown· ii) Figure~_ 5- through 10 ill°ustrate the 
· tendency of the loops. to . become less square as the ultrasonic power 
-was increased. 
Constricted ·hys~sis loops of the type shown in Figure 11 were 
\- noted in several ·samples plated with no ultrasonic. power applied. 
'Ibis cond~tion was more pronounced in the sampl-es plated at higher_ 
·, current densities than those of the primary concern of this_ paper. 
Table 4 
I' Magnetic Properti_e~ 
" 




~ - - . 
"· 
•-Curren t Power (microns) Area· (sq. _____ .. ~g .-- ______ ; __ : _ _____ tiQ.1!_,_. __ J~p .. ----- . ___:_-~-----•~---------'----:.~. -·--· -·-·~mal ·Inpu·t ·· ·····-------· · , , mlcronsl- - (<.le.rsteds) ~ . (Kilo Gauss) 
--------;·----- -
· (watts) · 
. . . 
. . ·• -
/-. 28 0 ·' . 0 
29 110 28.6 
30 130 57 .1· 
31' 150- 85. 7 
32··· -- -·110 --- - 114.3 
33 19-0 142.9 
II 
. •. 
2 1t97. ~4.12 
2.82 4 48 . ' 
2. 78 4.41. 
2. 74 4.34 
~- ·--~---------~~--2.69· 4.27 
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Figure ·1. Effect of ultr:nsonic power 
_An residual magnetizati~n, -B~. 
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Figure 5, Hysteresis loop of sample 
plii ted with no . ultrasonic power • . 
He= 117 Oersteds, Br= 2.38 Kilo Gauss (Plating current density= 28.8 asf) 
· Figure 6. Hysteresis loop of sample 
plated with 28.6 watts .ultrasonic power. 
He= 120 Oersteds, Jlr . = 2 .09 Kilo Gauss (Plating current density=· 28.8 asf) 
• 
,, 














Figure 7. Hysteresis loop of sample 
plated with 57.1 watts ultrasonic power. 
He= 120 Oerst~ds, Br= 2.09 Kilo Gauss 
(Plating current density= 28.8 asf) 
-. 
' ' 
. Figure 8. Hysteresis loop of sample 
plated with 85.7 watts ultrasonic power. 
- He = 12·Q O~rs teds , Br = 1. 65 Kilo Gau·ss 
: (Plating current density= 28.8 asf) 
.. 
-, 
20 . , 
/ 
( 











Figure 9. Hysteresis loop of sample 
plated with 114.3 watts ultrason-ic power. 




__________ '_ " ___ Figure 1 o. Hysteresis loop of sample ~ 
' plated with -142.9 watts ultrasonic power. 
He = 12·0 Oers teds, Br = . I. 43 Kilo Gauss 
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Figure 11. Constricted hysteresis loop of 
sample plated with no ultrasonic power. 
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c Stress Measurement •• 
The. dia_l reading from the Brenner-Senderoff Contractometer,was 
• ' , [J .\'1 . ,· •. , ' 
no_ted dlifing plating at .2·0 s~conds·, 40 seconds,.·. on~ minute, .and ~very __ 
r 
minute· for a ··total of five minutes. The readings taken· at··the end of. 
· the 20- .and 40-second periods showed a large. variation, ·while those· 
,, 
made at one minute and .longer were qui·te consistent. As ·ultrasonic 
I 
<'. J' . . ' 
· power increased, the average stress declined from ·39.12 x 103 psi t<i 
I 1'· ~ 
tff. . 
11.62 x 103 psi for a sample plated at 28.8 a~ps per sq~are foot. A 
study was co~ducted at 57. 7 amps ,per square foot for comparison.-·1 • 
Deposits made at the higher current density exhibited similar charac-
teristics, but showed a less significant decrease in stress and a peak 
,. 
at a low .\11 trasonic power. (See Figure ·12 and Table· 5 for Average 
(, ,. 
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-Figure -- 12 Effect of ultra.sonic power 
, 
O· 
·; on residual plating stress •• 
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I .. D •.. Structure of Electrodeposi ted- Films 
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I microscopy·,· surface. replicas for ."transmission electron micro~copy, 
and transmission electron microscopyo Samples prepared for ·trans-· 
mission work produced uniform films that were ideal for low magnifi-
.cation observations. 
. ' . 
In fact, observations in the electron microscope 
. . 
were superior to ligh't microscopy· ·in most cases. Figure 13 shows one 
electron microscope grid square that· ~s 200 x 200:microns square. The 
I .. ·, • 
grairi size of this' structure is between ASTM 6 and 8 and is charac-
. · f 11 1 St t . . 1 t th " l. tw. '' ter1.st1c o a samp es. :rue ures s1m1 ar . o e annea · ing ins 
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Figures 13 and'14. 
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Groups of platelets about 3 .2 micron~ X • 225 micron' as shown ;i(n 
/ 
·- :!· 
Figure 15, ~were observed at higher magnifications. Diffraction pat- .... --:-,r,,, 
• C 
terns, as shown in Figure 18, indicate that these structures ~ay be 
twins~ but they could also be due to the presence of a secl;)'nd phase. 
Da.rk field. illumination shows that these structures defj(ni tely have 
r lil', ' / 
an ~fienta~ion diff&.rent f,rom their surroun<,lings. ~i:gures 15,. 16, ·· 
-
and I 7 show respectively the bright field images, the · dark field 
. . 
images, and the· .electron diffraction patterns corresponding to·· such 
a· platelet substructure. This ty.pe of substructure decreased with 




Evidence of ~ong range at'om.i'c ordering was found in ·all samples. 
· .· · Figure 19 shows. the splitting of diffraction spots into· satellites 
~ . . . 
. •)S. 
that are characteristi~ of ordering. No at,tempt was made to identify 
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the type of ordered· structure present • Figures 20 and 21 show struc-
• 
tures at low and high.magni!ications .'tb§.:t.C.Qll.t.ain .tbeanti-p~~f?E:! , ,-- -·-· .,., - , -, ·1 "", ~~-.· ,•---.- ·r, ., ,;,;··,r: ·-- ·, "'. '•" · · .... •·_··•· '' ·-'· ,· ,--.-·, .• _______ .,., ,, ,_. .• ,, ••.. , • l ,,-~ . .----n.~··,· 




In an attempt to identify these spots, surface 
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Figure 13. Microstructure. Transmission 
electron photomicrograph of sample plated 
with 85.7 watts ultrasonic 'power. (No 
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1-1 micron -i 
. Figure 15. Bright -ield illumination ,, 
of substructure. Transmission electron 
· photomicrograph of sample plated with 
no ultrasonic· power • . 
. f-1 .micron~ 
Figure J,6. ·· Dark ·field illumination of 
substructure shown ·in Figure 15 from 
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29 , 
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·-- ·-~-------·-----~-------·---·-- -- fl ------ - ,,·'--~- -----···--···-·-----
Figure. 11·. Transmission e·lectron diffraction 
pattern of substructure shown in Figu;re 15. 
- (Diffractio~ spot number 1 circled in white) 
Figure 18. Transmission electron diffraction 
"-
·• . pattern of structure showing pairing of spots 
similar to those observed in twinned .structure · 
diffraction patterns. Sample plated with 57.1 
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Figure 19. Diffraction- pattern from ordered 
structure. Transmission electron diffraction 
pattern showing diffraction ·spots split into 
satellites. Sample plated with ~o ultrasonic 
power .• 
~20 microns--t 
Figure 20. Anti-phase domain boundaries 
shown ·at low magnification. · Transmission 
electron_ photomicrograph of sample plated 
with 85.7 watts ultrasonic power. (Anti-
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~ 2 mi crons-t 
Figure 21. Antt-phase domain boundaries . 
-of Figure 20 shown at high magnification. 
. 
ol . 10 microns I 
Figure 22. Angle shadowed surface replica 
of plated surface • . · Transmission electron 
photomicrograph of r~plica o:f ~sample plated· 
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-. The char,.ge in cg~osi_tion., __ whil.e ___ flPP-are_ntly" . ..unrepor:ted----foF--uMr--a-·----~_,_~----_.:_:---·-·: 
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' / {, sonics~ was not unexpected. It has· been rep~rted (lO)_ that the effect 
.. 
·...; _,.; . ·: 
. .. ,,. 
\ 






of ultrasonics on a non-complex electrolyte could be· compared to 
mE!ch~nical stirring. While this was evaluated(lO) only for a single 
· _ ·. component plating solution, an all·oy system was expe_cted to behave in 
similar fashion. 
Brenner(ll). repbrted tqat the rotation of the c~thode, for ·1ower 
cobalt percentages in solution, caused an increase in the cobalt per-
centage of the deposit. Again this data is extrap~la ted, to the 
11 region of this , r·eport. 
Brenner<12 ) suggested that, since the more readily deposited 
metal, c~bal t, is increased in the d-eposi t, the plating is under 
diffusion control to some extent. He based this on .the. ~uppo&ition 
that normally the ratio of the concentration of the more readily 
.. . · - ldeposi ted metal to the other is smaller at thEf·:-:cathode-electrolyte 
interface than in the remainder of the solution. (l3 ), Because of 
1 agitation, the diffusion layer is diminished in thickness -to th~· ' 
- point that the metallic ions for deposition, com~ from· the main.body 
_. - . <' 
I I • • 
. c"'-,. __ 
- ,-- .. -
... --, . e, 
.•.· .. -·. 
. } 
--- ---------- -~--- -~-~---
- ---- ·-·- -
·----- - -
. -- - ~-
. ' 
I-+-'-------::-:~~~---.. -·. -:or-- the ~-oa:ili. r~ tber- tliiin-f ro~ .the boundary or diffusi'ori layer. ·~ ·This ..:.;---~~- , 
. .I the~ry· gained s·upport f·rom the work of. Wolfe,. et al. (l 4) Their work·· ~--- ---~. ---- -- - .. ~.[ ~ --
·,_ 7- --
. l . 
··, \ . , . ·-·,., : 
'-.:, --~ ·--~ • ~- - :r··',. ,, • 
. -t.1"·. 
J 
with ultrasonics and a copper plating solution·. failed to show a 
diffusio_n laye·r. This work was done with Schlieren photograph·s that t- .. . ! 
' I', 
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. .... -_. ·,,:-., ·. 
• ~ I • ~ ' 
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sonic agitation and mechanical stirring decreased as the temperature 
ot the solution 'increased ,a'bove .. room· temperature. He stated that· 
the difference was very slight at so0c. This he attributed to greater 
: > 
i·on mobility and increased dissociat.;1,.on. 
. --,-~- : 
.' One theory of the stirring .effect of ultrasonics was explained 
. 
. by Roll. (lG) He suggested that when a sound wave encounters· a hydrogen 
bubble released near the surface of the cathode the bubble is then· 
·'act~d upon. by three force systems. The bubble has a buoyancy. force 





movement, ___ and a force due to the pressure of the sound wave. He 
" . 
. further su~gested that the sound pressure may act upward ,and add to· 
~ <;, 
.the buoyancy, thus causing the bubble to rise with a resulting fluid 
flow around its surface. 
.J~.''t·~ 
Since the bubbles are nolt limited to ~he 
-· 
· area outside of the cathode laminar flow boundary layer, their mixing 
!'.!. 
effect-may be more efficient. 
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. r· - . I ~ I lating pressure for the assumed ·constant pressure due to ultr§~ound •. · 
,.....-.c---=-------'~ ___ -_,;::_•~~·~~. · .. -,.,Us -a·ppeafs~:~bj~-·oe··--tne -true ""na:ture of ____ tlie-·"ul tr~son:fe pressure system. ·. 
~ -.. 
-,~ii. . ' 
. . . 
-
_ __:_ __ ,.._,_ ____ ____; .. -- -, .- . 
. .·' 
The.portion of.the cycle that produced the decrease in hydrostatic ·-.- ... "" ~ 
. ' 
~ 
.. ,pressure 1.n · the .. locate. of· the bubble· would decrease the bubble· den-
·si ty and, .therefo~e, increase the buoyancy force. This increased 
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Roll (i 7J later sugges·ted that· ultrasonic stirring was superior 
- .. -- •• 1 
- -1· 
··. to mechanica:l stirring in producing fluid flow along -the cathode, 
n...., 
. • ' .. Jt.; . . . , 
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~ ......... ,1. 
I ,• 
,, 
but.presented no further evigence of thiso He exhibited Qnly pre ... 
viously reported curves as general information and made no effort. 
to-determine input energy comparisons. 
. '_ --~ Roll (18,19) stated that the efficiency of the electropla~ing· · 
solution increased with the application of ultrasonic power. · He 
theori.zed that this effect was a demonstration of the ability of t·he 
hydrogen b~bble to create flow adjacent to.the cat.bode without being 
/ 




findings of this report-. .This report finds support from BrennerC20) 
in the closely analogous rne·chanical stirring. Brenner reported that 
Co-Ni_ solutions with.stationary cathodes that produced 85 to 95 percent '"~.--~ 
. 
·efficiencies with no stirring.-showed efficiencies as low as 3 percent 
when rotated at 2000 rpm. While the efficiency decrease was not as 
'spectacqlar. for , this s;tudy, it did show a . definite decreasing. trend 
with increasing ultra~onic· power. 




·. _____ ... --1---'---'--~.___._'"' --· -·~--------~~ ~~ange~ __ Q~S_erv~d,. in _·11).agnetic .P .. roperties. _Were ... not_, 8S_. expected.._~·~:-~-
· .The expected results were a decrease in residual magne·tization, Br, 
J.":", -. "' .-.4 _ .. , . 
~-:·-------'-~ and a slight Increase in coercive fq17,ce, -He,; as observed by Zentne~.-(21) 
-' .. · 
... \ 
He reported -that in'1 the 80 perc·ent ·co-20 percent Ni area of composi- ·. ·r: 
tions, the Br decreased and the He increased with increasin~ tempera- -
ture. The present study assumed that Co-Ni behave·s similarly to the 
majority-iof electrodeposited materials and shows a decrease in stress: 
. ·, 
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. ' 0. 
. ) with an ·increase in ~;mpe.rature. 'Ibis latter phetJ.omenon was also· ,'t .J 
. . ~ 
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'lbe change' in He as a function of temperature as reported by 
- ----··· ,. ·' 
•Zentner<ia) showed a relatively flat por~ion between 60 and 70°C· I . . 
! 
where thee solution of. this study was-maintained~. This temperature 
range may have masked the effects of the ultrasonic power on He•. 
Fisher <24 > studied the effect of :tesidual stress upon magnet~ic 
... , . 
properties of pure Ni and pure Co. His·studies indicated that, while 
nickel showed a direct p1-;oportionality between stress and ~c, cobalt 
had no such simpl.e rela ti.onship. Coba:l t showed a flat coercive force 
versus residual st.ress curve until stress increased to about 23. 0 x 106 
,·,psi, after which fe (!Oercive force increased quite rapidly. 
,l .,'.,.,H 
... , ........ 
'lbe nickel Hc-s tress curve and "the linear portion of the cobalt 
... 
He-stress -~urve can be explained by_magnetostriction. Bozorth(25) 
i 
.showed that the magnetostrictioil of nickel- increase~ in the negative 
0 d~rection quite·· rapidly, while ·cobalt shows only ·a very sl·ight nega- : 
tive trend. This would· indicate that .an ailoy of Co-Ni should show 
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. I 
t_igations have failed to show any consistent trends in He with plati~_g 
·i . 
·----------. -~.-----~·· --·· --·· . __ ,.,_,_, ..... ,- --·-··- ·-- ·-·-·-- , .. -,•··· ~- -~--·---- -- ' ...... . •... . -· .-,. ··~ . ' 
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vllriables or with nickel content .. of the deposit.. This lack of corre-
. . ' 
latioµ may be due to i·nterdependence of sev.eral factors, includ_ing 
,. 
stress, composition, structure, and/or fine. structure.· 
The constricted~hysteresis loop is a characteristic of some -
r • 
materials under certain conditions. 
D. 
-~ •. !- - -~-·--~- -·-
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:Bozort.h (27) presumed this 
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. ordering was suggested. This was confinned by us~ of electron dif-
fraction studies.· 
'-
c. Stress Measurements ,-
' 
While r·esidual plating· stress has .assumed an ·important role in ~ 
many electroplating situations, little has been done t·o correlate it .. 
with ultrasonic power. S.nell <2s> rep-orted on the decrease of stress. 
with ultrasonic power for electroplated nickel and Ro11<29 > implied 
the same result, ag~in with nickel. 
, ....... 
,· 
Residual stresses are usually of more importance in alloy plat-
ing than in single metal plating because electrodeposited alloys"are 
usually less· ductile than their parent metals. <3o) c·onsequently, ' . 
. 




and cracking __ -_\S more .likely.· Microcracking was not observed in this 
study, but was sugges·t~d- by Snell. (3I) · 
. 
. No enti"rely satisfactory ·explanation of the residual stress has 
b.een advanced, <3 .2) but_ Snell <33 ) favored ·0 1 Sullivan 's "hydroxide" 
-theory-, ~ .e. 1 -metal hydroxides- -a-re- precipita-ted-- ~n the cathodEf f i Im------~ --
.. and interfere with grain growth. Tliis··resul ts in tensile stresses 
_· . __ .,,....,_,.__;__,,__:,,,_ ... _.-..:..~-.------~~~-.. ·- -·-··-- ----~----------=--~---~-~-----.:.:-.. -----.-·"------·-··"-"' ___ ::------· ,---_-----··-·---'-----~------ --_., ____ ;:________ ___ ---· --··r---·-·-- ---·------. 
. 
-- - - -~ 
-
• I~ . 
when the hydroxide is reduced to a hydrat~ and water molecule.s are 
·· -removed from the grain boundaries. · The decrease in stress due to 
·1 
.ultrason.i-cs has been attributed to -a- decrease in cathode film pH 
.·and, therefore, a decrease in hydroxyl formation. The nattJre of 
O'Sullivan's theory implies that a residtJ.al amou}\t- of retained 
,,. 
• . •, ! 
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37 
hydroxide at grain boundaries exists -in the ·form of i·nclusions and 
I 
• • inclusions sliould decrease with decrea~ing. stress. · Inclusi,ons and 
I . J. • ~ ' 
r- •.. r 
·'.porosity o,f : this nature were not ob.served in the transmission el~_ctron . 
microsqopy·'of this study. 
' This paper propqses a second model for, stress in the co~Ni 
system. Barrett <34 ) reports th·at hexagonal metals have strained 
nearest n~ighbor bonds on. twin interfaces. If the substructures/ 
described previously are·;,associated with twin faults, they will have 
relatively high strain energies. · Since the substructures seemed to 
diminish with increasing ultrasonic energy and decreasin~ stress, it 
is highly probable that the twin strain energy is related to·residual 
plating stress. 
D. Fine Structure 
r. 
Althou\gh ·ord~ring in the region of 80 percent Co-20 percent Ni, 
by weight, has apparently bee,n unreported, Young <35) suggested that 
, it migh_t exist. He based his suggestion on the anom?lies indicated 
in ~he lattice pa1rameters reported by Taylor, et al. (36) 
' 1 
-----
.. _} . 





. .a . 
the samples showed the presence of a superlat·tice s_imilar to th~t: 
' ' . 'I' . " 
·-•--. ------ - . ____ · _ __,~~--·--·----· . --·- ___ ._ . .:._. ________ , __ ----,.·:·:·:·---.---------.-------·-----.-~-'"--···· ·-------··- ·.,-----~ -:··• ----- --···---- .. -,.._. .-----.•,-·--,·----~-----..,.._...,..----·-··,•: 
- - . 
Further evidence of ordering was found in the 
: existence of · what appeared to be anti=-phase. domai_n, boundaries. · These 
r . . ; . "' 
.=. · ... bou~daries. again are· similar to those reported by-. 'Dboiµas. (38) The 
. '. : '" 
- I 
presence of ordering was also indicated, as previously noted, in 'the·· 
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. -What appeared to be twinning appeared in all samples, but with 
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·, 
I 
. /: .. 
this twinning -phenomenon should be·. the subject of further work in· 
~, ··r.r· ., J 
this alloy system. 
. , 
· The bla.ck spots that appear in· all transmission photomicrograpbs-, ~ _r, •· 
.. 
- (f . . 
·/ -




while not easily explained, appear to be due to -the nodular sur~ace 
of·· the film. This surf ace is. similar to -tha t observed in nickel, 
chromium, and some other metals. <39., 4o) Schiele(~l)_attributed this 
to "freezing-in" ·of hydrogen blowholes and the growing of newly 
deposited metal around these bubbles. This was not clearly ascer-
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-·cif",C_o-Ni thin·films in _the as-plated condition are summarized below. 
o.{}. 
1. The cobalt content of the electrodeposi ts increased with 
I 
ultrasonic agi ta.tion. This appeJtrs analogous to vigorous mechanical· 
stirring.--
i:-
· . . . 2 -~ . The plating current. efficiency_ decreased with increasing 
' · ... ·ultrasonic- energy. This decrease of close to 10. percent was signifi~ 
cant but probably would not constitute a maj.or -disadvan_tage _of the 
process • 
3. The residual pla·ting stress of· the·' deposit decreased., a,s much · 
,'.\•,' I 
__ ._ .. ' 
as 70 percent. as the ultrasonic power was increased. This indicates 
that alloy plati.ng i~ this range of cobalt-nickel compos'ition appears 
! 
- to follow pure metal plating, in general, with pronounced ·aecre·ases 




The substructures obseryed within the grains of samples 
- ; 
· , plated with low applied ultrasonic power diminished in frequency with. ~. 
-> "'·' 
I . 
• J •• -
. D . 
·, . :~ : .. ~-· ~· , 
increasing ultrasonic power. These substructures were associated _J.' 
'1-:.· 
with diff·racti.on patterns differen~ from those r9f the grains them-· 
selves;~-· If these a-re. HCP twins, this pec-rease would -be expected if--




·,-----ihe stress is related to the. presence of twinning.· 










..1,.. ••••• -93 · percent Co, by weight. The ordering was probably of the co3Ni 
type, and its pre~ence appeared to be independent of the imposed *-- . 
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. ·• 
6. Anti-phase domain boundaries, similar to those observed in, 
Co-Ni alloys of J,his investigation. 
. .,_.c: -- -·- ... --.••· - -
7 .• The residual magnetization, Br, of the alloy decreased as 
. much .as 40 percent with increasing ultrasonic powero This appears 
<)-,_ -. 
to be related to the .stress reduction, cobalt canposition increase, 
and/ or diminution of the substructure within the grains. 
a. The coercive force, He, of the deposit remained essen.tial.ly 
/' 
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VI • . SUGGESTIONS FOR I FUTURE WORK 
~~,· ... . \ 
Many __ a.rreas .. 9f intereffe3t to~_ched in this investigation could .. be 
----·~--:~ ..... -,· - . __ -·.-----~--.-·.,--... - ...... -· ... ··--~·--· ... , .. '."_'.!!.·~---~---s:r·--~-~---~- .- -.~<: .. -··-·-·····~ -·-··· - . - _,. ~"T;:'"-·,·:·--~--,····-·--;----~---------'----- ... ........_. - -· .. :,::_-:, __ ·'-'· ·- ·- . -- . ·-- - .... -. -. --···· - ·-.; . - ,, ' -- : .. \ . 
. 
. examined! ·in depth as subjects.of future studies. A few suggested 
.. _·---. ' ·._.- .-.. ~~-- ~--- : ---~·-------- .'. •• -•. • ---·-••• _..:__••••-•• ...... c •••,,,..,.-... ,•.A<·,.,·~··---•-• .. •~,••,~--- , ..... ---- .. • •·•-• - • ••o• •• •----·-
,. ,·• " 
·._._,,,_ . 
'·, 
-. , topics a1re listed below. 
"'" 1. The Effect of Mechanical Sti-rring ~- Alloy Plating -
' 
Vigorous mechanical stirr:i~g may produce magnetic properties 
that.are both more desirable·and ·easier to control· tha·n those pro-
..... --··( 
I 
, , I 
; . 
. ~ ··• 
. ·. 
.. :J . ·. 
\ .. 
.,. ' 
duced by ultrasonic energy. 
'.-··~·; ' 
2 • . Stt1dy ,£!_ Ord·ering it) the Co-Ni Syst'em t- ·-f' 
i 
;,,:---- ,'.-Elect rop l ati ng might be the tool· necessary to_ investigate orderi~g 1 --- _··· 
·· of Co3Ni. 
~ < ·- • 
'lbe' atomic; arran-gement of, the ordered alloy would be of 
partfcular interest • 
: .t !-
· 3. · A Study of Co-Ni Twinning -·' 
- -
... '1 ., • 
Twinning in the Co-Ni binary system should be~~tudied in depth 




. . ~ 
planes. Attempts ·should be made to- correlate diffraction patterns 
with observed structure. f. 
-r 
~ Study of Magnetic· Domain Boundaries in Co-Ni 
< 
-
• . ,I) 
. '"' I• 
. :· . ·Magnet'ic domains i.n co:'Ni thin ___ f_iJJJ!~L __ c_guld.,~be __ s.t11died--w~ith.--..t.~s-:..-----.. , ~"'---ii&-'--__;__--'--'-,------,---;----~-.-----------~__:_.-.... ____ ,,. ___________ -----~---''--·-··•_...,L __ __,_ __ ,~----•·---··'""·'-·...,;.l.:i~··----. --,, ..... ·-~,-------,--..--.. ---~-~- - ' .. 
' 
- . ' 
. . . ',,~;_~ 
e· 
- ··."-~ ,:..; __ :~-~,~,-~--~~----mis_sion· electro·n microscopy.· By-s:urround1:,11.g the specimen holder with 
,.,,.c:;:,.,, :. . ~ 
.. 





- - . . 
-- : ''\ .. 
. 
____ : __________ -----------+~--:-----:-· a solenoid coil, the_ films could be switched during observation. To 
' ,, 
.. 
/- · . 
· .. get- boundaries suitable for study it D1,ight be necess~ry to anneal the 
. : i. 
1. t.--' 
as-plated specimens.first •. 
• I 
I;'!' 
r . .I 5. · ·~ Study-~ Properties of Co-Ni from a Mixed Salt Ele~trolyte 
i 
.A plating solution made up of mixed simple salts, such as sulfates 
. ,. "' 
and. chlorides, might exhibit properties with marked differences fran 
' 
I ... 
. I • I· . 
.. ---.·-----.'."" ---+. -~,-- ... < 
-··-
., .. .,-.. _~ - - - -
.=. = n .- . ,-, ""'. 
= - .ld --~==· 
< ~ -






A simple confirming experimE!nt·would·be neces-
complete investigationo 
" 
. ·· ..... __ . -·--- .· 
6. Proper ti es of Co=>Ni Complex.Salt Solutions 
-
(: ... 
--·,r··. Co-Ni.pyrophosphate solutions or other complex baths might 
exhibit properti~s of commercial importance or academic interest. 
' Many the properties studied for this investig.·'a tion 
...-·-' ·' 







' ' . L--·· .· ·- -~ .~ .... ,~.._~.~ 
;,. •. 
-",~-~-.-. -~-----:,~:,,,_,,.,..... _____ ........ __ * 
• ... 
because of·the complex·nature of the electrolyte. 
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. APPENDIX A. 
I 
. I, 
t .· · .. 
. I . 
The inside of the helix was masked \Vith Kryoln spray vinyl as a · 
,, '' 
. plating · stop off . to prevent inside plating. The copper ,vas then 
prepa~ed· in the same manner as the other cathod.es used in this study. 
After calibration,· the helix was.plated under the desired conditions. 
I 
Th:l's was repeated for various ultrasonic power settings •. 
·-
'nle stripping subsequent to plati-ng was done in a dilute HCL 
··. solution (1 oz.· HCL to 64 oz.- D. I. H2 0). This was done at. room 
. temperature using electros tripping methods. This consisted of making 
" 
~,., the helix the anod·e and using a carbon, rod for the :cathode. A D.C. ·· 
potential of 4 vol ts was applied with a current of. about 2 amps 
·. ·. resulting. · This current _was continued until all visible Co-Ni deposit-
" ,. " ~ • ,4 •';, o ,,. -·-·· -- c .•. -, 
, . -
was eliminated. , After removal of the Co-Ni plate, the current 
; ·~;. . 
I ' 
w . ·-
' .. f decreased rap~dly for 3 or 4 seconds · to a value of approximately 
·~~- -~\_.,_:_ .. 
. - -·~ 
O.lamps or less. At this point the helix was removed and was 
ready for re,plating after a copper clea:ner dip and rinse. After 




r , . 
retentioJ;t of originaL accuracy. 
------ '---· ·---------------------· -------·----- ------- ---
- ----~--
~----'--c:--~~ ... --- -- -
. I , . -~-- -----~--------------- - ---- --- --------------·------------
. ·\. 
. k' . .'lbe Young's mod11lus · of the ·helix wa~ calculated from the K 
" . 
_ .·gear. 
. . _. . . ; ,;,. ... 
. . . . .. . . This· value of· E was recalculate.d for every run •. The stress 
· factor, Z, was also calculated. from K for every run. 
The- stress was calculated for the pla.ted Co-Ni on· the helix 
d' . -·. 
I 
.using the following formulas: 
. ,· . 
... ,. 
,.! ... ::·· . . • · ...... _ 
.. . _ ... ·" 
. G·· . 
. -· .... ,. ........... ··-- - ' 
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. / .. ,_ .. ,. __ """·...,-··~ 
, ...... 
l 
---K- = --·-------------~ -- · 16 ·x_ -(degrees deflection) = calibration factor dfl!flection,. 
A = TT C • h- = area of plate (sq. in.)_ q-'i.r 
-. 
g 
d = o-x-16.4 x A= thick.Dess. of pla.te (inches)\ 






. .. :,- : . ... ' 
E .... 2.16 x l{l4 .. K • C • h ' . 
---
-
Young's 1'.JlodUlus of the helix (lb~./in. 2 ) 
S = Z x J = uncorrected stress (lbs ./in. 2 ) 
~ .. 
- -
- 2 . corrected stress (lbs./in. ) .a • 
Where: -· pitch'of _helix (inches turn) -. p - per -
t - thickness of helix (inches) , 
"'' . :r C 
·= outside diameter of helix (inches) r . 
-·, 
~ 
(inches) .?·. h - height of plated portion - . -
= 
I 
g - weight .of" plate (grams) 
.. _ 




- - ::,·,t.·. -
-· _t 
.......... 
E.o·-= '.Young's modulus of plating 'casswned 30 x i'o6 psi) (lbs./in.~) 
r- . E = Young's modulus of the helix (lbs./in. 2 ) 
J. 
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Plating Stress at 28.8 asf 
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Table 6 (Continued) 
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Time Deflection Deflection 








85 .. 7 
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85. 7 · ·2 
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-Table 6 (Continued)' 
Plating Stres·s' at 28.8 as:f 
Time Deflection Deflection 
(min.) per ozL~ (degrees) 
. (degrees) . 
.67- 150 2 
.. 
1 -150 3 
2 150 6 
3 150 
4 150 13 
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Plating Stress at 57o7 asf 
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57· 1 3 •• 
Deflection Deflection 


































Thickness· .. Stress 
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Table 7 _(Continued) · 
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.. , .. · 
Ultra- Ultra- Time 
. .. • (min.) sonic sonic 
.. ' Plate Pov1er 
·' 
Current Input . 
.{ma) ·(watts) 
/ 
150 85.7 ·3 
150 ·. . 85.7 ·4 
... 
150 85.7 5 
190 142.9 
. 190 142 .9 .67 
142.9 1 
190 142.9 2 · 
. ,, ---
.. 
. -,,. I 
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. • 
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. . -:.:}. 
' - :· ',·,;· 
.· . ,- ,_,,.,.~-.- .,_~ ..... --~....,..,----......... ,-~~ 
. \:-··.,;:,;·, - . . - . 
~I-.,.-·. 
°'\··.-··. . .. -.··. I 





Deflection Deflection Plating Corrected 
per oz. ·(degrees) Thickness - Stress 
(degrees) . (in. x 10.;.4) {psi x 103) 
. f 
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·. APPENDIX B 
. . - . 
-· .. , .- '-.-,.. . '"·""" - . - ~- .-






I. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT 
·This unit uses two identical field coils together with a balancing· 
' '·· control. The latter utilizes two"· W'indings in juxtaposition and con~ 
nected in phase opposition, working inside the nonuniform magnetic 
.. _,. 
.. 
field of a primary coil. Two separate phasi·ng coils wound on the 
,J .• 
ceiter of the. field coils are used in conjunction with the balancing 
coil to eliminate, in both phase and amplitude, all 60 cps voltage 
present · in the pickup coi.ls and circuit prior to ins er ti on of the 
test specimen.(6) 
..• I -~ 
The-field coils, Hf (see circuit diagram, Figure 23)., induce 
voltage vectors ·i·n tne pickup coils; HP. B_ecause of the anti-
/ ·, 
. phasal connection of the pickup coils, these voltages are almost 
equal· and oppo~ite in phas·e, thus almost cancel., Complete phase 
-
cance,llation is obtained by varying R2 which controls the phase 
.. -
. ~: ,. 
angle of the current and vo\tage in Hf •. Amplitude cancellation plus 
I. 









' I j 
1 
I 
___, __ ·, --,---- . p_haSJ~ .. -lOSS,es_ .. , and .... S.t.r.ai__ induced_.~ VOltage_,§_ __ can _____ ~e r,COff,lp~etely __ CQJD.pel).s_ated '" .. :~. __ : ·---.-.,-~,,--~ .. 
r:" 
. . . . . r 
"_ 'for by the int_roduction of bidirectional phase advance an\opposite . 
polarity voltage at :a2 and HB •. Diffe.rential 'adjustment of these .. 
. ' --- .·. 
. . . - - .. ·· -·- ' ' ----._,d,• . ···- . _____ ,,_ ....... ' . ·-· ... ...... . . _____ --· ...... ---. . ---· ' ~--·--·--
- ::n -
> . • 
' 1_· 
· .. · '-.: 
. . I . ' 
. ~ 
-· ... -: ... '- -. ~ 
. . 
. . . . 
. . : ,• . - . ~ 
. ······1 
. controls gives a null voltage output from the. opera tion~l amplifier 
__ prior to placing the sample in Hf. 
'fJ 
D 
Placing a magnetic sample into one of 'the pickup coils causes a 
·_voltage proportional to dB/dt- to appear across the coil. and be fed to · 
'· .. ·' 
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I\~ I 
the operati-orial amplifier. After integration, a .voltage proportional ~ 
to. B ·is fed to the "vertical'' amplifier ot the oscilloscope. This 
···'i,,·;-, 
voltage, in conjunction with the "horizontal" voltage which is pr~ 
4) 
. portional to I the energizing current and hence to the magnetizing 
" . 
· ···field ,of Hf» displays the hysteresis loop of the-magnetic sample on_ 
the· ·oscilloscope. 
I • • 
Because of .the ease with which stray induced voltages may be 
./ ;canceled out, no sc!eening is required. Fields in excess of 100.0 ·· 
.Q 
. . 
oersteds··may be applied for about twenty minutes without overheating 











__ --1 :the" fi.eld coils • 
' 





I-portionally shorter ti~e~ 
II. OpgRATION OF THE SYS'IEM 
Connect the horizontal output gt the unit to a suitable pre-
amplif~er in scope, making· sure· that the cable shield connects to 1 · 
t4e negative terminal. Connect the .. vertical output to the operational 
ampl_ifier a.gain· observing the proper polarity. Connect the opera-
tional ·amplifier into a suitable ~\rtical preampli
1
f'ier. · Set the 
. . . .',• 
desired integration values on the operational amplifier (example: 
. ' 
- ~ 4-~ - ~ - -·· - -- - -- - -- - -- - --· - - ·- - - -
·R = ·1. ·meg ohm,' C £ ·.1 µ;f). Connect an A •. c. nns· voltmete;r ac.ross the 
I. 
''-A----e· - 1 · " n •. • --vo ts ·· output-•. - ------ _..:___._, ________ _ 
, I . ~· 
-- -·-;'\ -- -- ,-- ... . -
-' .,· 
~ 
. -·----~------ . 
--------- --·-
____ ..,..--~-------·--·-
·i- . _: 
'. ,· ' ~~ 
-- ----·-----------···· .·-------· 
. A. Balance Adjustment 
I ........ • 
1. With no sample in the field .coil~-, .set the selec·tor 
_.-
. switch to the "measure" position.· 
:.. 
2. Set the vertical gain at maximum or very nearly so. 
'& \ 
.. "' •. . ~ - .. -'f-,...:...,~,,_,_- . --- \ 
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. IL 
d 3. Set · the desired H value by increasing the · Variac 
~-
ou :t put. (H = 10'· x A.C •. nns volts from "A.C. volta' 1.out;put). 
r .. -
-4. · Adjust the horizontal .gain to obtain if horizontal trace 
· · of about~\ 6_; cm wide. 
5.· ,, . . . " ' ' Set the Balance · control in abo·ut mid posi'tion. ·. ··: ·. 
6. - Adjust the s~mple pickup coil (outside qf cabinet) 
... • . 0 
to center of fie.ld coil by means of tool provided. 
·, 
· .. · 7. ·Make coarse adjustment to. rotate the ellipse that _1• 1 
I' ' . 
· J appears on the scope until the major·_ axis is nearly horizontal 
by~moving the pickup coil in and out in the duplicate field 
- coil (inside the cabinet) • 
·a. Make a fine adjustment with the ba~ance control on the 1 
9. Close tµe ellipse to a horizontal line by adjustment 
-~ 
I • 
· . of· potentiome_ters, · R2. I 
10. Repeat steps 1,· 8, and 9 as necessary • 
' B. Phase Adjustment 
1. Wi tb no sample in the pickup coil, set the selector 
I 














settion_A, steps 3 and·4. . . . . . _ 1-
. ' ~ 
. -
. _ .. , 
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_4. If an ellipse· pattern is obtained, adjust the amplifier 
. ~phase control until a _single 45? line is Obtained~ ·(Once the: 












1. As in section A part 3, the value of Hmax = l_O El'Dls -~ 
w~ere Erins , is in vol ts an.d Hmax is in oers teds. -·· ' 
·- . 
,, . 
2. · Adjust the horizontal gain t>n the scope until. a pon-
. ' . 
venient deflection is obtained. 
B1 Calibration 
- / 
'· 1 • in t_he f · eld coils set the desired 
Hmax value as in section A art 3. <8max = Heal> 
(2. Turn the se17r. switch. to the high or ·low calibrate 
position as desired,,,/ 
/-. 
:, __ , -- ; - _: -· ,. .. . -. 
.. · ./. · .. · . 
-
_v-/,;· 





. u~ually 8 cm, and note,, this deflection. This value co~responds 
1--~ • 
· - , to a value of Beal, where Heal = ~ A· Beal on high calibration 
.. . it- . . ' 
r . , 
'• ' 2 ' 
and Heal== 4A Bcalx 10. on low calibration. Beal is the'value 
'" 1 
. . .. ... .. I 
r ... 
·-
-·-·--·------·::·-·-··-~i--":i.nt:rinsic ··:i.nduc_tio!',~ ;.~i, of a. sample•. of cross~sectional 
-~ ~..-:.-·· -----4---------,..:__-_ __ .,,.__ -~-___!_---
- - ,- - . 
. - . \'·"" 
- · area A in cm2 in the fi,eld coil which wollld prod~ce the same · 
. - . 
--------- -.. ~~ •---'.~. .,_.·--. q--·-. _· ~~ 
~ 
' 
. :! . 
,-
~0£M1,,.Jalall 
. . ..· . . 
~-. 
r'.. ;,- .~~-r< . ' 
T , . ··; .- ... ·_ 
. .. 
.l3cal ;· Yi. - no. of cm measuring a sampl~. -Then: · Bi:= 10 x 
l.!-·h . 
, Srm8 /4 A Ycal • Yi -= B-H on high calibration •.. 
/., . 
• ·..L, '- • 
···"' . 
- -- r·------ -- ---- -: ---~ 
i ' 
't •. 
. ' I -
.... - ' 
. . __ ,; 
r -
- , '. ..---.-, 
. / . 
. ' . ·-~- .' - ·-··--·- ·'. --~ ::_·_ ''. _-.. _. _---'- . .... . . 
L'I.: •. . .... : ... 
.,· 
. •, 
- .,,,. ___ - '-·------ . 
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~' ,• ,:i..-
,. ~. . . -1·- _,-._ ;.: .. ;,, • --_ -, .. :_ .c: :··.:· ·. -. . . .. ,, . " . 
, _____ : --·· .... · _,-··.· ... :' __ · - ... __ ,_' · .... ·. ·, - .. -······ -- .... 
... 1. 
> -
. It • . 
•• V . ' \, 
• I • 
E. 
_ 1. Set the hysteresis lo.op of the sa,mple to a corivenient 




2. Observe the peak deflections. on the oscilloscope c6rre-
-- ~ '~ ·t-
··s ponding to X =· O (H = O) and y =. 0 (~ = O) (horizontal and, 
.vertical intercepts· with. a:x;is). 
·, 3. Remove tl1e sample wi-thout disturbing. the gain controls. 
4. Adjust H (sectiqn A_ part 3) until the houzontal trace 
t-~ 
~s ,.-equal to the deflect~on observed for B1 - o. 'Ibis .value of .. · 
' ' ,. 5~ Switch to one of the calibrating positio~s and -with the 
................. C 
horizontal gain at zero, adjust H until a vertical deflection 
equal to H - 0 is observed·. The value of H required for this 
- _J 
deflection is Heal· The value of' Br is obtained from Heal 'X 1o2 
on low calibration. - This value of Beal is equal to Br• · 
. F. Measurement of B . 1 max ___ _..,.._ _ -
~ - . 
· 1. .· Reduce the horizontal gain. to zero a-nd adjust the_ 
I 1,' , I 
-vertical gain for a convenient vertical deflection •. Note the 
,. 
•-·- . ·- - .. l 
_ value of Hrna~• 




----·-- -.t' -- -- --
_.),__ __ ,. 
2·. . Remove the s.ample. Switch ·to high or low calibrate·· 
' a 
, ..... 
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- - -~--- ------------'----~· ~---· ______ l_ \·~ 
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__ ...,,po:..=:-.=s_i ti on_ and __ ~adj~us t H~a-1- __ to_ pro~_~_'?e ____ !!!e same vert~ c~·! __ def le~-- -_. __ ...__-___ _ 
I ,. 
i • .. 
....... _ .. 
., .· .. '/ 





.; -- - - -. 
•lliall I I - I I I 
, • <::, 
tion. _:
1 
Using the fonnulas,(Hcal = ~ A Beal·, ·etc-.)· obtain Beal, 
which· is the value of B· corresponding to. Rax·-
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- APPENDIX B (Continued) . . !, . 
t 
· ...... , 
. I 
Coil Data for Hysteresis Loop Tracer 
_._ ______ . -·-·- ,. 
. . 
-- ·- - --- ______ , . ., ... __ .,_ 
- ----- .-.,..-.- .. -·----- ,.: _____ ~-·---:--·-·-:--: .. ---. -----·-:---
't . ,_:., , . 
I 
n ~ . 
. - : 
--_2--Hf,.field coils, 1500 turns of.#14 copper; I.D. 
length 6 3/ 4·;", core o:penin~ · = 5/8" .. 
1 1/8"., · 0 .D. ~- a",, 
Hf, phasing C(?ils, 22 ·turns of #14 copper over center-of Hf• 
., '' '' 
2--Hp, pickup coi·ls~, 10,000 turns of #42 copper; I.D. = 3/8 _,· O.D.·= 112· ,· length 2", glass tube 5/16" I .D. 
··,.,,._ 
.l-Hca1, field calibratio.n coil, 110 turns of #14. copper; I.D. = 1 7/8", length· 4 '', core opening = l · 5/8". 
1-Hcal ~s., field calibration secondary, 50,000 turns of #42 copper; I .D. = 1 1/8", length 2", spool O.D. = 1 39/64 '', adjusted 
., 
, , to give 14. 5_ vol ts rm~ for 1 amp rms in Heal._ 
'::1 . 
1-Bcal• induction-calibration coil, 85 turns of #14 copper; I.D. - l 7/8", ' length 4" 'core opening 1 1/2 1''. 
., ~ 
. J 
_1-Bcal.s., induction _calibration secondary, 6,000 turns of #42. copper; O.D. = 7/8" ,· length 2", spool O.D. :-:- 1 31/64". ~ · 
1-1:lbal .-s., b_al~ncin~ t.:co~ll' 40 turns of #~4 copper; 1·.n. __ 1 1/8", length 3 ; · 
-
2
-Hbal • s • ' 
I .. 
j , 
balancing secondary, 1,000 turns of #42 copper each on 
same spool; I.D. - 1/2", length 3/8" each, spool 
0 .D. - 55/64". 
.-·~ 
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